Andrew Hand

Transformational Speaker & Change Agent
Andrew Hand is a transformational speaker with a message of hope, love,
and greater self-acceptance. Through combining powerful music, dramatic stories,
and thoughts, Andrew delivers a performance that moves audiences to push
against the boundaries of comfort and step forward into their higher selves.

Reviews
Speaking Topics
Answering the Call of Genius
Each of us have secret longings of the heart…those
deep seated desires we’ve always wanted but keep
putting off. In this powerful talk, audiences learn why
listening to this voice is the secret to finding greater
peace and fulfillment…in finding their Unique Genius.
The Confidence Competence Paradox
Confidence is a key to taking action and moving ourselves forward in life, however, we often feel “ready”
before we’ve gained true mastery. This can lead to
results far below our expectations. Learn the 3 Keys
to effectively navigating this paradox and achieving
exceptional results.
Raising the Baseline Threshold
Each of us has a comfort zone, or baseline that we
return to after we’ve gotten excited, had an idea, or
raised our energetic state beyond our normal levels.
In the elevated state we feel we can accomplish our
dreams and reach new goals, but then; the floor
drops out from under us. Discover the keys to
raising this baseline, why other people are the secret,
and how it can change your life.

I Was Blown Away
I was fortunate enough to catch Andrew and I was
blown away…this guy is going places!
-Edis Kittrell, KGLT Radio
It’s Always Deep and Meaningful
What I love most is the message…it is always
deep and meaningful. You have so much passion
about life that comes out when you speak.
-Sarah S
Planning My Event With Him Was
Extremely Easy
He was most accommodating. His enthusiasm and
talent really helped deliver a performance that
was above and beyond.
-John E, Founder Knight’s Bridge Overland
Book Him
I've never been disappointed and you won't be either.
Book him for your next event!
-Benjamin K, President Best Practice Medicine

The Art of Being Selfish
We’re taught all our lives that selfishness is bad and
that to give of one’s self is noble. Learn the new definition
of selfish and why it’s actually one of the most important
things to accomplishing the things that matter to you most,
maximizing your time, energy, and efforts.
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